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Ex Libris established itelf as a major vendor of library management systems first
with customers from outside of North America. The company has customers
now in all parts of the world: from all over Europe, from Africa, Asia and South
America. In North America their customers include SUNY, CUNY, McGill
University, Notre Dame, and MIT among others.

ICAU - the International Consortium of ALEPH Users - symbolizes the
international scope of Ex
Libris' customers. The ICAU
was established in 1991.
Previous annual meetings have
been held in Germany, Italy,
Israel, Denmark, Spain and
Poland. This year the
meeting/conference was held
in Thessaloniki, Greece.

SUNY became a member of
ICAU in 2001. SUNY has
joined the international assortment of ALEPH users/customers. We trust the
relationship will be mutually beneficial.

SUNYConnect LMS Project Manager, Maureen Zajkowski attended and
presented at the 2001 ICAU meeting. Here are some of her impressions from
that experience:

After 24 hours of travel, after
crossing seven time zones, I was now
in Greece! The last flight, originating
in Munich, was only about half full,
and I was the only passenger to walk
through the "non-EU" exit. The
customs agent asked me what
country I was from (she did not even
look at my passport) then wished me
a warm welcome. It was a warm
welcome to Thessaloniki: the second
largest city in Greece, a town
founded by the Macedonians in the
4th century BC and named after a

half-sister of Alexander the Great. It became apparent that the city has a
significant industrial base as well as a busy seaport (on the Thermaic Gulf of the
Aegean Sea). Approaching the city center I could see remnants of fortifications
that had been built throughout its long history. The White Tower that you see
here is one such relic of defenses built during Turkish rule. Dropped off at my
hotel I was now a short walk from the seafront promenade.
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The meetings were held at the European Centre for the Development of
Vocational Training. Located in the hill country outside of Thessaloniki,
Cedefop has
panoramic views
of the city and the
adjoining gulf. Is
the architecture
suggestive of
what is found on
any of your
SUNY
campuses? The
interior, however,
was elegant with
well-appointed meeting rooms and marble liberally used for floors and walls.
The coolness of the marble was balanced by the welcoming nature of the staff
from the Centre's Library and Documentation Services and by the sociability of
the 140 meeting participants representing more than 20 countries.

A number of aspects of this meeting were noteworthy. First was that only a few
sessions were concurrent. This meant that the participants met as a whole for
most of the three days, shared breaks together, and had the opportunity to
network with each other rather than having folks constantly moving among
session rooms. Ehud Arad, President of Ex Libris Ltd., opened the annual
meeting with a statement that Ex Libris is positioning itself to emphasize
"information systems" over library systems, per se. This was reflected in the
presentations given by Ex Libris representatives that focused on products such
as SFX, MetaLib and DigiTool that move beyond traditional library
management system components to provide more tailored and sophisticated
access to an increasing array of electronic resources. This emphasis coupled with
substantial increases in customers in North America and Asia has resulted in
significant concerns among ALEPH users regarding the resources that are
devoted to development and support of the library system.

The most striking aspect of the meeting was the open dialogue among
participants and Ex Libris staff that focused on concerns related to quality
control, the need for better packaging of software "patches," more accessible and
comprehensive documentation, improved processes for software support, and
better planning for software releases. These topics were a focus of a user
satisfaction survey, financed by ICAU and conducted by an independent
company, which was completed earlier this year. Ex Libris staff devoted a
session to the results of the survey and outlined strategies for addressing these
customer concerns.

A particular highlight of the meeting was the opportunity to meet people from
the large number of academic consortia that were represented at the meeting.
While there are many variations among the consortia, there is commonality in
terms of software development and functions needed for the union catalog and
universal borrowing setup. SUNY needs to explore the benefits of working more
closely with our international colleagues using these ALEPH based consortia
components.

For fun there was a reception sponsored by the mayor of Thessaloniki, a dinner
arranged by Ex Libris that included an assortment of Greek specialties, both
food and dancing, and a cruise in the shadows of Mount Athos and numerous



ancient monasteries.

Mark your calendars: the 2002 ICAU meeting is in Paris; in 2003 --Vienna.
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